Title of rule and other identifying information: (Describe Subject)
Adaptive Management Program reform (WAC 222-12-045) – Amend rules to incorporate recommendations resulting from the Forest Practices Habitat Conservation Plan settlement agreement.

Submit written comments to:
Name: Patricia Anderson, DNR
Address: P.O. Box 47012
Olympia, WA  98504-7012
e-mail forest.practicesboard@dnr.wa.gov
fax (360) 902.1428 by (date) June 28, 2013

Assistance for persons with disabilities: Contact
Forest Practices Division at 360.902-1400 by June 18, 2013
TTY (360) 902-1125

Purpose of the proposal and its anticipated effects, including any changes in existing rules:
The Adaptive Management Program was created to provide science-based recommendations and technical information to assist the Forest Practice Board in amending rules and guidance for aquatic resources to achieve the resource goals and objectives of the Forests and Fish Report.

The rule changes amend the Adaptive Management Program (chapter 222-12 WAC) by identifying nine consensus-based caucus representatives, shortening the dispute resolution process and prioritizing the Cooperative Monitoring Evaluation and Research Committee (CMER) work plan.

Reasons supporting proposal:

Statutory authority for adoption: RCW 76.09.040

Is rule necessary because of a:
Federal Law? [No]  
Federal Court Decision? [No]  
State Court Decision? [No]  
If yes, CITATION:  
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FILED

DATE: May 22, 2013
TIME: 8:46 AM
WSR 13-11-131
Agency comments or recommendations, if any, as to statutory language, implementation, enforcement, and fiscal matters:
None.

Name of proponent: (person or organization) Forest Practices Board

Name of agency personnel responsible for:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Office Location</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drafting..........</td>
<td>Marc Engel 1111 Washington Street SE, Olympia</td>
<td>(360) 902-1390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation...</td>
<td>Donelle Mahan 1111 Washington Street SE, Olympia</td>
<td>(360) 902-1405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforcement.......</td>
<td>Mary McDonald 1111 Washington Street SE, Olympia</td>
<td>(360) 902-1398</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Has a small business economic impact statement been prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW or has a school district fiscal impact statement been prepared under section 1, chapter 210, Laws of 2012?

☐ Yes. Attach copy of small business economic impact statement or school district fiscal impact statement.

A copy of the statement may be obtained by contacting:

Name:
Address:

phone ( )
fax ( )
e-mail

☐ No. Explain why no statement was prepared. The rule proposal will not impose costs on businesses.

Is a cost-benefit analysis required under RCW 34.05.328?

☐ Yes A preliminary cost-benefit analysis may be obtained by contacting:

Name:
Address:

phone
fax
e-mail

☐ No: Please explain:

The rule amendments clarify internal government operations and are not subject to violation by a nongovernment entity.
WAC 222-12-045  *Adaptive management program.  ((Amending WAC 222-12-045.))  In order to further the purposes of chapter 76.09 RCW, the board has adopted and will manage a formal science-based program, as set forth in WAC 222-08-160(2).  Refer to board manual section 22 for program guidance and further information.

(1) **Purpose:** The purpose of the program is to provide science-based recommendations and technical information to assist the board in determining if and when it is necessary or advisable to adjust rules and guidance for aquatic resources to achieve resource goals and objectives. The board may also use this program to adjust other rules and guidance. The goal of the program is to affect change when it is necessary or advisable to adjust rules and guidance to achieve the goals of the forests and fish report or other goals identified by the board. There are three desired outcomes: Certainty of change as needed to protect targeted resources; predictability and stability of the process of change so that landowners, regulators and interested members of the public can anticipate and prepare for change; and application of quality controls to study design and execution and to the interpreted results.

(2) **Program elements:** By this rule, the board establishes an active, ongoing program composed of the following initial elements, but not to exclude other program elements as needed:

(a) **Key questions and resource objectives:** Upon receiving recommendations from the TFW policy committee, or similar collaborative forum, the board will establish key questions and resource objectives and prioritize them.

(i) Projects designed to address the key questions shall be established in the order and subject to the priorities identified by the board.

(ii) Resource objectives are intended to ensure that forest practices, either singularly or cumulatively, will not significantly impair the capacity of aquatic habitat to:

- (A) Support harvestable levels of salmonids;
- (B) Support the long-term viability of other covered species; or
- (C) Meet or exceed water quality standards (protection of beneficial uses, narrative and numeric criteria, and antidegradation).

(iii) Resource objectives consist of functional objectives and performance targets. Functional objectives are broad statements regarding the major watershed functions potentially affected by forest practices. Performance targets are the measurable criteria defining specific, attainable target forest conditions and
(iv) Resource objectives are intended for use in adaptive management, rather than in the regulatory process. Best management practices, as defined in the rules and manual, apply to all forest practices regardless of whether or not resource objectives are met at a given site.

(b) Participants: The board ((will)) manages the program and ((has empowered)) empowers the following entities to participate in the program:

- The cooperative monitoring evaluation and research committee (CMER)
- The TFW policy committee (and/or similar collaborative forum)
- The adaptive management program administrator
- Other participants as directed to conduct the independent scientific peer review process. The program will strive to use a consensus-based approach to make decisions at all stages of the process. Specific consensus-decision stages will be established by CMER and approved by the board. Ground rules will follow those established by the TFW process as defined in the board manual.

(i) CMER. By this rule, the board establishes a cooperative monitoring evaluation and research (CMER) committee to impose accountability and formality of process, and to conduct research and validation and effectiveness monitoring to facilitate achieving the resource objectives. The purpose of CMER is to advance the science needed to support adaptive management. CMER also has ongoing responsibility to continue research and education in terrestrial resource issues. CMER will be made up of members that have expertise in a scientific discipline that will enable them to be most effective in addressing forestry, fish, wildlife, and landscape process issues. Members will represent timber landowners, environmental interests, state agencies, county governments, federal agencies and tribal governments from a scientific standpoint, not a policy view. CMER members will be approved by the board. This will not preclude others from participating in and contributing to the CMER process or its subcommittees. CMER shall also develop and manage as appropriate:

- (A) Scientific advisory groups and subgroups;
- (B) Research and monitoring programs;
- (C) A set of protocols and standards to define and guide execution of the process including, but not limited to, research and monitoring data, watershed analysis reports, interdisciplinary team evaluations and reports, literature reviews, and quality control/quality assurance processes;
- (D) A baseline data set used to monitor change; and
- (E) A process for policy approval of research, monitoring, and assessment projects and use of external information, including the questions to be answered and the timelines.

(F) A biennial research, monitoring, and assessment work plan to be presented to the policy committee at their regular April meeting beginning in 2015 and at least every two years thereafter.

(ii) TFW policy committee (policy committee).
similar collaborative forum, is managed by a policy committee (hereafter referred to in this section as "policy"). The policy committee is established to consider the findings of CMER research and monitoring; and to make recommendations to the board related to forest practices rules and/or the board manual, and other guidance. Policy committee membership (is self-selecting, and at a minimum should include representatives of the following) consists of 
caucus principals or their representatives from the following nine caucuses: (Timber landowners (I) Industrial (and)) private timber landowners; nonindustrial private timber landowners; environmental community; western Washington tribal governments; eastern Washington tribal governments; county governments; department of natural resources; state departments (including fish and wildlife, and ecology; and federal agencies (including National Marine Fisheries Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and U.S. Forest Service). Policy members will participate without compensation or per diem).

Policy committee members or their representatives are the primary participants for discussion and decisions at policy committee meetings, technical or scientific staff may attend policy committee meetings for consultation. Each caucus of the policy committee is allowed one vote on any action before the policy committee. The policy committee will act as a consensus-based body.

Beginning in April 2014, the policy committee shall, among other responsibilities, and in cooperation with CMER, prepare for presentation to the board at their regular May meeting:

(A) A CMER master project schedule prioritizing all CMER research and monitoring projects through 2031;
(B) Assurances that the CMER work plan projects are scheduled according to the CMER master project schedule;
(C) A review and update of the CMER master project schedule at least every four years; and
(D) Assurances that all of the projects on the master project schedule, as amended by the board, will be completed by 2040.

(iii) Adaptive management program administrator (program administrator). The department will employ a full-time independent program administrator to oversee the program and support CMER. The program administrator will have credentials as a program manager, scientist, and researcher. The program administrator will:
(A) Make reports to the board and have other responsibilities as defined in the board manual.
(B) Work with the policy committee and CMER to develop the CMER master project schedule and present it to the board at their regular May 2014 meeting;
(C) Report to the board every two years, beginning at their regular May 2015 meeting on:
(I) Progress made to implement the CMER master project schedule and recommended revisions;
(II) The status of ongoing projects including adherence to scheduled timelines; and
(III) Policy committee's responses to all final CMER reports.

(iv) Forest practices board (board). The board, among other responsibilities, shall:

(A) Require the program to complete work according to the CMER master project schedule;

(B) Determine whether the program is in substantial compliance with the CMER master project schedule every two years, beginning at the regular August 2014 meeting; and

(C) Notify the National Marine Fisheries Service and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service by letter within thirty days after their regular meeting if the board determines the program is not in substantial compliance with the CMER master project schedule.

(c) Independent scientific peer review process. By this rule, the board establishes an independent scientific peer review process to determine if the scientific studies that address program issues are scientifically sound and technically reliable; and provide advice on the scientific basis or reliability of CMER's reports. Products that must be reviewed include final reports of CMER funded studies, certain CMER recommendations, and pertinent studies not published in a CMER-approved, peer-reviewed journal. Other products that may require review include, but are not limited to, external information, work plans, requests for proposal, subsequent study proposals, the final study plan, and progress reports.

(d) Process: The following stages will be used to affect change for managing adaptive management proposals and approved projects. If consensus cannot be reached by participants at any stage, the issue will be addressed within the dispute resolution process.

(i) Proposal initiation: Adaptive management proposals can be initiated at this stage by any of the participants listed in (2)(b) of this subsection to the program administrator, or initiation may be proposed by the general public at board meetings. Proposals must provide the minimum information as outlined in the board manual and demonstrate how results of the proposal will address key questions and resource objectives or other program rule and/or guidance issues. The board may initiate proposals or research questions in the course of fulfilling their duties according to statute.

(ii) Proposal approval and prioritization: The program administrator will manage the proposal approval and prioritization process at this stage and consult with CMER on the program workplan. CMER proposals will be forwarded by the program administrator to policy and then to the board. The board will make the final determination regarding proposal approvals and prioritization. The board will act on proposal approval and prioritization in a timely manner.

(iii) CMER implementation of proposal: Board approved proposals are systematically implemented through CMER at this stage by the program administrator.

(iv) Independent scientific peer review: An independent scientific peer review process will be used at identified points within this stage of implementation depending upon the study and
will be used on specified final studies or at the direction of the board.

(v) **CMER committee technical recommendations:** Upon completion, final CMER reports and information will be forwarded at this stage by the program administrator to policy in the form of a report that includes technical recommendations and a discussion of rule and/or guidance implications.

(vi) **Policy committee petitions (for amendment) and recommendations to the board:** Upon receipt of a CMER report or a requested action by the board, the policy committee will prepare a report for the board outlining recommended actions including: Need for additional research; program rule petitions; and/or guidance recommendations (in the form of petitions for amendment). When completed, the recommendations, including rule petitions and the original CMER report and/or other information as applicable will be forwarded by the program administrator to the board for review and action. Policy recommendations to the board will be accompanied by formal petitions for rule making (RCW 34.05.330). The policy committee will use the CMER results to make specific recommendations to the board (for amending) on:

(A) The regulatory scheme of forest practices management (Title 222 WAC rules and board manual);
(B) Voluntary, incentive-based, and training programs affecting forestry;
(C) The resource objectives; and
(D) CMER itself, adaptive management procedures, or other mechanisms implementing the recommendations contained in the most current forests and fish report.

(vii) **Board action to (adopt) accept petitions for (amendment) rule making and/or recommendations for guidance:** Upon receiving recommendations from the policy committee for amendment to rules petitions and/or recommendations for guidance, the board will take appropriate and timely action. There will be a public review of all petitions as applicable. The board will make the final determination.

(e) **Biennial fiscal and performance audits.** The board shall require biennial fiscal and performance audits of the program by the department or other appropriate and accepting independent state agency.

(f) **CMER five-year peer review process.** Every five years the board will establish a peer review process to review all work of CMER and other available, relevant data, including recommendations from the CMER staff. There will be a specified, but limited, period for public review and comment.

(g) **Funding.** Funding is essential to implement the adaptive management program, which is dependent on quality and relevant data. The department shall request biennial budgets to support the program priority projects and basic infrastructure needs including funding to staff the adaptive management program administrator position. A stable, long-term funding source is needed for these activities.
(h) **Formal dispute resolution process for CMER and policy committee.** If consensus cannot be reached through the adaptive management program process, participants will have their issues addressed by this dispute resolution process. Potential failures include, but are not limited to: The inability of policy to agree on research priorities, program direction, or recommendations to the board for uses of monitoring and/or research after receiving a report from CMER; the inability of CMER to produce a report and recommendation on schedule; and the failure of participants to act on policy recommendations on a specified schedule. Key attributes of the dispute resolution process are:

(i) Specific substantive and benchmark (schedule) triggers will be established by the board for each monitoring and research project for invoking dispute resolution;

(ii) The dispute resolution process is available to both CMER and the policy committee to resolve disputes that result in the course of their respective processes. Formal dispute resolution will be staged in three parts and may be applied at any level of the adaptive management process. Any participant or board approved CMER member, or the board, may invoke each succeeding stage, if agreement is not reached by the previous stage, within the specified time (or if agreements are not substantially implemented) as follows:

(A) Stage one will be an attempt by CMER or the policy committee, as applicable to reach consensus. Up to two months to reach consensus under stage one; unless otherwise agreed upon by CMER or the policy committee if substantive progress is being made.

(B) Stage two dispute resolution in CMER or the policy committee will be either mediation or arbitration. Within one month, one or the other will be picked, with the default being mediation unless otherwise agreed. Stage two will be completed within three months (including the one month to select the process) unless otherwise agreed based on substantive progress.

(C) If stage two dispute resolution within CMER does not result in consensus, the program administrator will forward the dispute to the policy committee for a decision, which could include initiation of the dispute resolution process in policy.

(D) If stage two dispute resolution within the policy committee does not result in consensus, stage three dispute resolution will be action by the board. The program administrator will report the majority and minority ((thinking regarding the results and uses of the results can be brought forward to the board))
recommendations to the board for all disputes failing to reach resolution following stage two. The board will make the final determination regarding dispute resolution.